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Changes in Phase 2 organizationChanges in Phase 2 organization

•• Several significant Several significant organisationalorganisational changes will take place changes will take place 
with the second Phase of LCG. with the second Phase of LCG. 
•• Management Board (MB) including the TierManagement Board (MB) including the Tier--1 sites. 1 sites. 

30 members (11 Tier30 members (11 Tier--1, ~8 from experiments, ~8 ex1, ~8 from experiments, ~8 ex--officio). officio). 
Regular reporting, monitoring and internal reviewing to the MBRegular reporting, monitoring and internal reviewing to the MB

•• Oversight Board (OB) continues in its current form (4/year), theOversight Board (OB) continues in its current form (4/year), the
membership being high level management of the experiments membership being high level management of the experiments 
and the countries providing Tierand the countries providing Tier--1 1 centrescentres. . 

•• Collaboration Board (CB) representatives of all of the Collaboration Board (CB) representatives of all of the 
centrescentres/federations providing computing resources/federations providing computing resources for LHCfor LHC

•• The MB, is supported by two more technical committees, the The MB, is supported by two more technical committees, the 
Architects Forum and the Grid Deployment Board Architects Forum and the Grid Deployment Board 

•• Define a lighter but more active planning, monitoring and Define a lighter but more active planning, monitoring and 
reviewing strategyreviewing strategy
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Reasons for changes in planning Reasons for changes in planning 

•• The PEB had agreed that planning for Phase 2 should be differentThe PEB had agreed that planning for Phase 2 should be different
than before having noticed: than before having noticed: 

•• inconsistencies between different sections of the inconsistencies between different sections of the 
(lengthy) quarterly progress report; (lengthy) quarterly progress report; 

•• experiment progress reports sometimes missing; experiment progress reports sometimes missing; 
•• difficulties with defining effective milestones that track difficulties with defining effective milestones that track 

the progress of the experiments in using LCG tools and the progress of the experiments in using LCG tools and 
services; services; 

•• uneven monitoring of milestones in different areas of uneven monitoring of milestones in different areas of 
the project; the project; 

•• no progress reports from grid services other than those no progress reports from grid services other than those 
operated as EGEE; operated as EGEE; 

•• no formal milestones to track progress of individual no formal milestones to track progress of individual 
regional regional centrescentres;;
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Working Group MandateWorking Group Mandate

•• Working group to define planning, monitoring and Working group to define planning, monitoring and 
reviewingreviewing
•• In a couple of weeks in OctoberIn a couple of weeks in October
•• A.Aimar, A.Aimar, D.BarberisD.Barberis, , L.BauerdickL.Bauerdick, , D.BoutignyD.Boutigny
•• Discussed with as many as available people in experiments, areasDiscussed with as many as available people in experiments, areas, , 

services, etc. services, etc. 
•• Prepare aPrepare a proposalproposal for the reporting, monitoring and for the reporting, monitoring and 

internal reviewing process for LCG Phase 2 to help the internal reviewing process for LCG Phase 2 to help the 
MB manage the project MB manage the project 
•• Take account of the need to provideTake account of the need to provide quarterlyquarterly reports to the OB reports to the OB 

summarisingsummarising progress, difficulties and risks. progress, difficulties and risks. 
•• Include experiments and regional Include experiments and regional centrescentres in the reporting process. in the reporting process. 
•• Consider the costConsider the cost--effectiveness of the different aspects of the proposal. effectiveness of the different aspects of the proposal. 
•• PreparePrepare thethe proposalproposal to be presented to a meeting of the new MB to be presented to a meeting of the new MB 

during Novemberduring November
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Proposal for Planning in Phase 2Proposal for Planning in Phase 2

•• Each project should provide a plan with milestonesEach project should provide a plan with milestones
•• Templates are provided to help and to foster consistency.Templates are provided to help and to foster consistency.
•• Specify details on how a milestone will be verified (availabilitSpecify details on how a milestone will be verified (availability, y, 

capacity). capacity). 
•• The PO discusses the plans and reports to the MB at the The PO discusses the plans and reports to the MB at the 

weekly meeting all changes relevant at global project weekly meeting all changes relevant at global project 
levellevel

•• The dates of the milestones can be changedThe dates of the milestones can be changed
•• The impact of each change on other projects is evaluated by the The impact of each change on other projects is evaluated by the 

Planning Officer (PO) and the project leaders involved. Planning Officer (PO) and the project leaders involved. 
•• A general plan for global LCG milestones ("WLCG high A general plan for global LCG milestones ("WLCG high 

level milestones") is maintained to check consistency level milestones") is maintained to check consistency 
with the top level milestoneswith the top level milestones

•• Dependencies among milestones are managed Dependencies among milestones are managed 
separately, and manuallyseparately, and manually
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https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/Planning
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Monitoring and ReportingMonitoring and Reporting

•• Weekly followWeekly follow--up and contact with the projects. Report to up and contact with the projects. Report to 
MB, if needed, by the PO MB, if needed, by the PO 

•• Monthly reports to the MB with summary of main Monthly reports to the MB with summary of main 
achievements and decisions, by the POachievements and decisions, by the PO

•• Each project (site, area projects, experiment task forces) Each project (site, area projects, experiment task forces) 
provides a quarterly reportprovides a quarterly report

•• The QR will be lighter and more structured than then in The QR will be lighter and more structured than then in 
the past. It will only require to comment the milestones of the past. It will only require to comment the milestones of 
the quarter, provided, by the PO, to each project leader:the quarter, provided, by the PO, to each project leader:
•• past milestone with comments past milestone with comments 
•• outlook for coming milestonesoutlook for coming milestones
•• comments on each milestone and action of the quarter comments on each milestone and action of the quarter 
•• description achievements and issuesdescription achievements and issues
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ReviewingReviewing

•• Review initial planReview initial plan
•• Small team of users and specific plans reviewed by usersSmall team of users and specific plans reviewed by users
•• Identify dependencies and critical paths. Identify dependencies and critical paths. 

•• Review QRReview QR
•• By the PO and 2 or 3 assessors. By the PO and 2 or 3 assessors. 
•• Permanent reviewers and maybe others, changing every quarter, inPermanent reviewers and maybe others, changing every quarter, in order to match specific order to match specific 

skills and needs. skills and needs. 
•• The review also verifies the dependencies in case of change of mThe review also verifies the dependencies in case of change of milestones.ilestones.

•• Internal Review LCG ServicesInternal Review LCG Services
•• First Review (about March 2006) at the start of SC4 in order to First Review (about March 2006) at the start of SC4 in order to review preparation and setreview preparation and set--up up 

for the service challengefor the service challenge
•• Sept/Oct 2006, if needed, one review for the "lessons learnedSept/Oct 2006, if needed, one review for the "lessons learned”” from SC4from SC4
•• Spring 2007 ReviewSpring 2007 Review
•• Review team should include expert users of the system in the expReview team should include expert users of the system in the experiments, as well as eriments, as well as 

internal and external system and service experts.internal and external system and service experts.
•• Applications Area Internal ReviewApplications Area Internal Review

•• LHCC Referees, periodic updatesLHCC Referees, periodic updates
•• Restricted to about 8 people including the area managers and a fRestricted to about 8 people including the area managers and a few representatives of the ew representatives of the 

regional regional centrescentres and experimentsand experiments
•• LHCC Comprehensive ReviewLHCC Comprehensive Review
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Applications and Software projectsApplications and Software projects

•• Application AreaApplication Area
•• The Architects Forum (AF) is the body where the Applications AreThe Architects Forum (AF) is the body where the Applications Area is a is 

coordinated. coordinated. 
•• The experiments provide their Applications milestones reports, aThe experiments provide their Applications milestones reports, as in s in 

Phase 1, using the templatePhase 1, using the template
•• AreasAreas

•• Monthly reports on progress (by the PO). Monthly reports on progress (by the PO). 
•• Milestones and action list of the projects.  Milestones and action list of the projects.  
•• Quarterly Reports commenting past and coming milestones. Quarterly Reports commenting past and coming milestones. 

•• ExperimentsExperiments
•• The experiments The experiments ““task forcestask forces”” are the channel for the planning and are the channel for the planning and 

monitoring of all experiments issues regarding the LCG services monitoring of all experiments issues regarding the LCG services 
provided by EGEE.provided by EGEE.

•• The task force defines and monitors the experiments milestones The task force defines and monitors the experiments milestones 
regarding the LCG services (validation milestones, etc)regarding the LCG services (validation milestones, etc)

•• Weekly update on the work progress and requests to projects (feaWeekly update on the work progress and requests to projects (features, tures, 
fixes, installations, etc) fixes, installations, etc) 
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Grid SitesGrid Sites

•• GDB Site Monitoring and ReportingGDB Site Monitoring and Reporting
•• Body where site monitoring and site reporting is handled on a moBody where site monitoring and site reporting is handled on a monthly nthly 

basisbasis
•• Summarizes decisions and achievements of each quarter in a QR. Summarizes decisions and achievements of each quarter in a QR. 

•• Site MonitoringSite Monitoring
•• Site usage statistics: Performance, jobs executed, success/failuSite usage statistics: Performance, jobs executed, success/failures. res. 
•• Status and configuration of the services provided. Status and configuration of the services provided. 
•• Every site has updated tables with: capacity, performance, serviEvery site has updated tables with: capacity, performance, services, ces, 

versions, platforms, etc. versions, platforms, etc. 
•• Site ReportingSite Reporting

•• Accounting, uptime/downtime, split by experiment. Accounting, uptime/downtime, split by experiment. 
•• Report to the MB via the quarterly reports. Report to the MB via the quarterly reports. 
•• Technical progress is reported at the GDB. Technical progress is reported at the GDB. 

•• All T1 sites maintain updated plans and provide quarterly reportAll T1 sites maintain updated plans and provide quarterly reports. s. 
•• T2 sites will report on a voluntary basis. T2 sites will report on a voluntary basis. 

•• This will also help to understand how much (and which) T2 sites This will also help to understand how much (and which) T2 sites are are 
active and at which level they want to get involved. active and at which level they want to get involved. 
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Status: TierStatus: Tier--1 Grid Sites Plans1 Grid Sites Plans

•• Work started this month and the sites sent their initial Work started this month and the sites sent their initial 
plansplans

•• Each plan needs to be completed Each plan needs to be completed 
•• Verify if they are consistent with the High Level plan Verify if they are consistent with the High Level plan 
•• Check if they meet the needs of the experimentsCheck if they meet the needs of the experiments
•• The goal is to identify problems (and react) as soon as The goal is to identify problems (and react) as soon as 

possiblepossible

•• Converted all plans to the templatesConverted all plans to the templates
•• Added highAdded high--level milestones level milestones 
•• Capacity, bandwidth, service availabilityCapacity, bandwidth, service availability

•• Used to discuss on uniform  informationUsed to discuss on uniform  information
•• Used to plan, monitor and report the statusUsed to plan, monitor and report the status
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TemplateTemplate
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https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/SitePlansGdbBologna
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Ongoing: Improving the plansOngoing: Improving the plans

•• Adding content to the plansAdding content to the plans
•• Clear capacity and performance availability at key dates Clear capacity and performance availability at key dates 

Jan 06, April 06, Jul 06Jan 06, April 06, Jul 06
•• Clear planning of installations and changes in the Clear planning of installations and changes in the 

services providedservices provided
SRM 2.1, LFC, FTS, CE, RB, BDII, RGMA, etcSRM 2.1, LFC, FTS, CE, RB, BDII, RGMA, etc

•• Several steps needed to setSeveral steps needed to set--up  hardware or a service up  hardware or a service 
(ex: choose, procure, start install, end install, make (ex: choose, procure, start install, end install, make 
operational)operational)

•• Include important infrastructure, not only software and Include important infrastructure, not only software and 
computerscomputers
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PICPIC

Clear capacity and 
performance availability at key dates
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CCCC--IN2P3IN2P3

Clear planning of installations 
and changes in the services provided

SRM 2.1, LFC, FTS, CE, RB, BDII, RGMA
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RALRAL

Include important infrastructure 
not only software and computers
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US ATLAS (BNL)US ATLAS (BNL)

Several steps needed to set-up  hardware or a service
(ex: choose, procure, start install, end install, make operational) 
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Next Steps Next Steps –– Grid SitesGrid Sites

•• Sites to review/add milestones (urgent)Sites to review/add milestones (urgent)
•• Capacity and bandwidth available Capacity and bandwidth available 

(Jan 06, Apr 06, Jul 06)(Jan 06, Apr 06, Jul 06)
•• Services installations and upgrades: SRM 2.1, LFC, FTS, CE, Services installations and upgrades: SRM 2.1, LFC, FTS, CE, 

RB, BDII, RGMARB, BDII, RGMA
•• Operations organization, installation, deploymentOperations organization, installation, deployment
•• Procurement milestonesProcurement milestones
•• Details and commentsDetails and comments

•• 16 Nov 0516 Nov 05: A new version expected from the sites: A new version expected from the sites
•• Nov 05Nov 05: I will iterate on what is missing/unclear, discuss in order to: I will iterate on what is missing/unclear, discuss in order to

complete the plancomplete the plan
•• Dec 05Dec 05: Review, ask questions,  discuss with the users, compare : Review, ask questions,  discuss with the users, compare 

with the needs/schedules (capacity, services etc.) of the with the needs/schedules (capacity, services etc.) of the 
experimentsexperiments

•• Jan 06Jan 06: Used to plan, monitor and report : Used to plan, monitor and report 
•• Summary at the GDB meetingsSummary at the GDB meetings
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Next Steps (2) Next Steps (2) 

•• It is a VERY complicated work of multiple projects with dependenIt is a VERY complicated work of multiple projects with dependenciescies
•• In parallel, starting this week the same for the other projects:In parallel, starting this week the same for the other projects:

•• Work to get more milestones of plans from the areas, software prWork to get more milestones of plans from the areas, software projects and ojects and 
experiments task forcesexperiments task forces

•• Covering all projects within LCG Covering all projects within LCG 
•• Ask major milestones to external software projects (Ask major milestones to external software projects (m/wm/w, etc) , etc) 

•• Working with the Task Forces to identify and organize needs and Working with the Task Forces to identify and organize needs and priorities of priorities of 
the experiments (by EIS/ECGI)the experiments (by EIS/ECGI)

•• Check that the software projects include these requests into theCheck that the software projects include these requests into their plansir plans
•• Later:Later:

•• Dependencies among milestones Dependencies among milestones 
((experiments+sites+services+softwareexperiments+sites+services+software relasesrelases))

•• Risk Management and Critical IssuesRisk Management and Critical Issues

The goal is to identify problems and act early The goal is to identify problems and act early 
Prioritize actions to match needs of the experimentsPrioritize actions to match needs of the experiments
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High Level Milestones PlanHigh Level Milestones Plan
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All information is available on the MB Wiki All information is available on the MB Wiki 
https://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/ManagementBoardhttps://uimon.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/ManagementBoard
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